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I have been in discussion with my NBA XPLOR house in Dallas to have a 
better way to keep track of funding for the house as a group. There have been 
many times when we have had trouble keeping track of what we have spent as 
a group and how much we owe each other in terms of money. 
 
Our house has decided to have a system where there is a “slush” fund that 
goes into communal groceries that are used as a group, and any housemate is 
free to buy separate groceries as they like. The problem was, how do we keep 
track of the amount of money that went into this “slush” fund? What happens 
to the person who paid for the groceries, and how do they get paid back?  

 
I have come up with a system where there is a way to keep track of how much everyone paid. This may 
not be for everyone, as the concepts involved may be complicated, but if you understand enough, you 
will never lose track of money again. Also, this can also be a useful skill in your life to understand, as 
this will shed a little light as to how banks operate in the real world. Hopefully, our XPLOR houses can 
start putting this to use if they think it worth it. 
 

To budget for a house, it may be difficult, 
especially when the house, as a group, must 
pool together resources in order to keep 
food on the table. As NBA XPLOR is all 
about pooling together resources, there may 
be some tension between housemates as 
some may suspect others of paying too 
much or paying too little for those pool of 
resources. It is difficult to keep track of 
everyone paying the “equal” amount. This 
guide is supposed to help with keeping a 
system where a house can keep track of all 
the money that is spent for the group and to 
tell the house who is spending more or less.  

 
There will be some accounting concepts applied to help keep track of all the monies. I have built a 
worksheet for Residents to get the house budgeting started, and I hope that this will be useful for my 
fellow XPLOR Residents and ease tensions in financial matters.  
 
 
NBA XPLOR is a 10-month service residency opportunity for young adults ages 21-30, with the purpose of 
empowering young adults to discern and develop a “heart for care” as they live together in simple community, 
engage in direct service and justice work, engage in leadership development, and discern their vocational calls to 
honor the various communities they are called to serve. Learn more and apply at nbacares.org/xplor. 


